
SERVICE MANUAL 4528 
ORP-60 SWITCH OVERLOAD RELAY 

******************** 
GENERAL 

The ORP-60 Switch Overload Relay is the plug-in equivalent of the OR-11 
switch overload relay. 

ADJUSTMENTS 

All adjustments ofthe relay unit shouldbe made as outlined inService Spec. 
SU-3287. The relay unit is the same for both the OR-11 and ORP-60 relay 
assemblies. 

TEST 

The relay unit should be calibrated for each winding as outlined in Service 
Spec. SU-3287. 

If the coil connections are disturbed for any reason, the relay should be 
checked to see that the relative polarities of the windings are correct. The in
ternal wiring is shown in Fig. 1. 

The relay complete with the thermal resistor should be checked by connect
ing it in a circuit as shown in Fig. 1. The value of the shunt (thermal) resistor 
is determined by the normal and clutch setting values of current. With a shunt 
across the operatingcoil terminals, the current should be set at the value called 
for in the tabulation. With the shunt removed, the relay should pick up within 
10% of the time given in Table I for the relay under test. The relay should be 
checked for both current values, allowing ample time for the shunt resistor to 
cool between tests. 

When the relay picks up, the switch must be opened at once to avoid burning 
out the thermal resistor. 

TABLE I 

Pc. No. Thermal Res. Sec. Amp. Sec. Amp. 

UN265768 276772 4.0 12.0 25 9.0 
(Superseded by UN295953) 

UN295953 295515 8.0 12.0 40 8.0 
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FIGURE 1 
Overload relay UN265768 used with the Style M-2 or M-22A & B switch ma

chines can be converted to a new piece number as indicated above to operate 
with either the M-2, M-22A & M-22B machines or the M-3, M-23A & M-23B 
machines by replacing the internal thermal resistor and applying a new name 
plate stamped for the correct current value and piece number. The new name 
plate is required for proper identification. 

ASSEMBLY OF ~ELAY COVER 

These relays use a one piece plastic cover with a rubber gasket. The gasket 
should be assembled so that the bead fits into the corresponding groove in the 
relay base. The gasket is not cemented to the base. 

The cover should be applied to the relay in accordance with the following 
procedure, referring to Fig. 2 for identification of parts. 

D.C. 
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1. Straighten sheet metal lock washer "F" and loosen slightly the lock nuts 
''It". 

2. Place relay cover "D" and its gasket in position but do not assemble 
compression bushings ''B ". 

3. Using large screw driver or special wrench in slots of limiting studs "A",, 
adjust until top of studs are flush with top of ground bosses of relay cover. 
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FIGURE 2 
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4. Remove relay cover, hold limiting studs fixed in their adjusted position, 
and jam the lock nuts "E" tightly to hold the limiting studs in place securely. 
Bend sheet metal lock washers "F "to lock against edge of casting "C" and against 
flats of the lock nuts. 

5. Assemble the compression bushings on the limiting studs. 

6. Apply relay cover, handle "G", plate "W", and screws "H". _Alternately 
tighten screws, compressing bushing ''B" until handle is clamped securely against 
the top of the limiting studs. 

7. Apply lead seal 'J" in the normal manner. 

RELAY INDEXING 

The following data defines the indexing that has been established for relays 
covered by this specification. 

1. The index code always consists of a combination of letters and numbers 
and is used for both the relay base and its rack mounting base. 

2. The index code for each relay is marked on the name plate attached to 
the front of the relay. 
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3. The index code for each mounting base is marked on the upper half of the 
base. 

4. When relays equipped with indexing are repaired, the index pins and holes 
must be located as on the original relays to correspond with the mounting bases. 

5. The index letters and numbers refer to specific locations for pins and 
for mating holes to match. In the typical examples shown in Fig. 3, the pins 
are shown "•" and the holes "o ". 
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FIGURE 3 

6. General information concerning the indexing of plug-in relays is given 
-in Service Specification SU-4525. If the indexing reference for a specific relay 
is not marked on the name plate or mounting base, it can be determined from 
Fig. 1 in Service Specification SU-4525. If a relay is being converted to another 
piece number and the new indexing reference is not known, the information will 
be supplied on request. 


